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MR. ALEJANDRO CECIONI

Times are changing
Interview

Sernageomin’s building has no 
identification that is visible from the street. 
It is located near Plaza Italia. As we talk in 
his office, Mr. Alejandro Cecioni, Deputy 
National Geology Director, tells me that 
it is better to work here than downtown. 
Because it’s easier to get away. 
We hear the first tear gas explosions at 
four o’clock in the afternoon. I asked him 
if he thinks that the popular demand for a 
new constitution will lead to a review of the 
1983 Mining Code, as this legal document 

His experience in the private sector 
directly helped him to perceive 
which areas within Sernageomin that 
needed improving. He is the Deputy 
Geology Director and today talks 
about the changes he intends to 
implement and how the organization 
needs to be changed.

is associated with the 1980 Constitution. “That is a state 
policy matter. Changing or amending the Mining Code is 
not simple. At the moment, this is merely speculation. 
The Code has worked well for the past 40 years.”

But surely this precisely why it is now time to update 
it? The situation facing the mining industry has 
changed a lot in the last 40 years. 
Maybe. This involves metal mining costs, international 
interests, prices, ore grades, and new technologies. 

But there may be at least one change that arrives sooner 
than Mr. Cecioni expects. On December 14, the same 
day as this interview, the Chamber of Deputies approved 
Resolution 631, which requests the President to begin to 
divide Sernageomin into two entities. A service dedicated 
exclusively to Geology, and a Mining Superintendent 
focused on mining safety and supervision. 

What is your position on this Resolution?
Sernageomin was formed by merging organizations that 
were important at that time using leading geologists 
and lawyers. The country has grown since then and 
now perhaps it is time to re-evaluate that assessment. 
Both areas have different objectives. Safety and mining 
property involve very technical issues, and geology 
involves more scientific aspects, such as volcano 
monitoring. It seems to me that it is time to re-evaluate 
the Service.

You have worked for a long time in the private sector. 
How did you perceive Sernageomin then, and how do 
you perceive it now?
As a user I thought that it functioned really well, and I’m 
not saying that because I’m part of it now. I still saw 
room for improvement, and I wondered why they didn’t 

Alejandro 
Cecioni
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optimize the web or simplify their laboratory products. 
That helped me to clearly see what needed to be 
changed. Although I always believed that Sernageomin’s 
information was high quality.

Where will will you concentrate your attention?
“I will focus on optimizing resources and improving 
relations with communities, especially with respect to 
environmental issues. We will improve the volcanological 
network and improve access to information on the web 
platform. There’s always room to grow, and we know 
that some things need to be improved. Many of our 
stakeholders need technical assistance with geological 
hazards. Landslides and floods, such as the events in the 
north. We know that access to online information can be 
improved, that it is complicated and can be improved, 
that it needs to be more user-friendly.

Speaking of making access to information more user-
friendly, does Sernageomin plan to adopt the GIS 
industry standard for mapping and cease providing 
information in PDF format?
GIS is georeferenced and we are adopting it, so people 
can directly receive information in GIS format and not in 
PDF. That is one of my objectives and it should be ready 
within the next two years.

Why wasn’t that standard adopted in the first place?
I don’t know. I wasn’t here. But times are changing. We’re 
trying to improve how we function. For example, volcanic 
activity reports were only shared directly with ONEMI 
when I took office, so when I took over, I requested that 
this information be made public. By the end of the year it 
will be on the web. 

The current application system allows several people 
to request permission to explore the same property, 
even if it is being explored by someone else. Are there 
plans to change this?
The application system has no restrictions. Why should 
I stop anyone from submitting an application? It gets 
complicated when there are many applications and the 

applicant who stops paying loses. It becomes even more 
complicated, when there are overlapping exploration 
applications regarding one property from the same 
company. The system does require an applicant to 
reduce its exploration area by half after two years, in 
order to concentrate on its area of interest. This allows 
new explorers to apply for the property no longer being 
explored. However, the main problem arises when a 
company submits overlapping applications.  

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Gold revival at Fénix
Article

“The team at Rio2 is the same as the team 
at Rio Alto Mining. They developed two 
successful projects in Paru that we sold 
for US$1,200. We have sufficient technical 
expertise, we know how to operate mines, 
and we also know how to satisfy the 
demands of stakeholders.” This was how 
Enrique Garay, Vice-President of Geology at 
Rio2, described the Fenix project, an open-
pit heap leach mine that is one of the most 
ambitious projects under development in 
northern Chile. He introduced the project 
in a conversation with Chile Explore during 
the recent SEG congress in Santiago. 

“It will be the first gold mine after the 15 year old El Indio 
mine was closed, an open pit heap leach mine. The 
deposit has low sulfurization, with no contaminants such 
as arsenic or mercury. We plan to produce the first doré 
bars in 2022, and produce 98,000 ounces of gold every 
year over a useful life of at least 16 years,” explained Mr. 
Garay, who is obviously enthusiastic. 
“An advantage of the project is that it has resources 
confined to a pit at $1,500 per ounce from a total 
measured and indicated resource of 5 million ounces and 
inferred resources of 1.4 million ounces. The estimated 
reserves are 1.8 million ounces at 0.65 g/t Au.” 

A PROMISE
Feniz’s previous feasibility report portrays this property 
located 140 kilometers from Copiapo as part of a mining 
district that forms a chain with Arqueros, La Coipa, 
Volcán and Refugio. These are mines and projects at the 
foot of the Andes mountains with an estimated potential 
of 70 million ounces of gold. Fenix Gold, formerly known 
as Cerro Maricunga, covers more than 16,000 hectares 

Rio2 proudly presented progress with its Fenix 
project at the last SEG conference. We talked with 
Mr. Enrique Garay about the forecasts for this 
mine, which is ambitiously described as one of 
the most profitable in the Mariciunga district, and 
is currently the company’s flagship project. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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with mineralization confined to a volcanic rock corridor 
with large breccia complexes flanked by fault structures, 
according to a report published by Rio2 last October. 
Three mineralization zones have been discovered in this 
region, in a northwest-southeast direction, which extend 
for 2.5 kilometers at a depth of 600m. The three main 
project areas have been identified as North, Central and 
South Fenix.  
Mr. Garay explained progress towards launching Fenix, 
“We are aiming to complete the Environmental Impact 
Study by March 2020, as this process will take a year. 
Simultaneously, we are applying for construction permits 
for camps and facilities. Our environmental consultant 
is MYMA, and they believe that production should start 
smoothly on the previously mentioned date in 2022. The 
stripping ratio is 0.86, which makes the mine profitable”.
Fenix is located in an area where the water supply is 
critically low. This challenge presented obstacles, but 

at the same time demanded an ingenious solution from 
Rio2. “We require 1 l/s per ton of material, at a rate of 
20 liters per second. We have an agreement with Chañar, 
who will provide us with 80 liters per second. Our plan 
is to bring water by truck from Copiapó to the mine, 
which is certainly disruptive, but the cost of building an 
aqueduct turns out to be the same as building the mine.” 
In fact, the Rio2 report presents this water-trucking model 
as an advantage, as this decision reduced the project’s 
construction time from five years to two. However, Mr. 
Garay is aware that transporting water is not ideal. “We’re 
looking for other water sources, and we have located 
sources within 90 kilometers that we’re evaluating.” 
Meanwhile, Rio2 is working on considerations that will 
integrate the project: Mr. Garay said, “There are three sites 
of archaeological interest by the access road, but none at 
the mine site. We are committed to maintaining very good 
relationships with the three local Coya communities.” 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Craig R. Lavrick: The key 
to sustained success

Interview

It is rare for an individual to attest to a career of 
realizing true, impactful and sustainable industry 
change – preventing harm, saving time, money and 
most importantly – lives, while maintaining sensitivity 
to diverse cultural, geographical and political 
environments. Craig Lavrick is one such individual, and 
he’s far from hanging up his revered hard hat or his 
steel-capped boots.
Born in pioneering Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, 
surrounded by heavy mining equipment, it was there in 
‘gold country’ that Craig’s curiosity ignited. His ability 
to appreciate, coupled with his passion to innovate has 
resulted in an impressive tally of accomplishments 
and improvements within drilling, including mechanics 
and technology, safety, training and development, 
operational productivity and risk management.

How did you get started in the drilling business?
My father, Robert ‘Bluey’ Lavrick was working in the 
industry as a rig mechanic. I remember being an 
inquisitive five-year-old, tagging along with Dad to the 
rigs in Kambalda, Western Australia to ‘help’. We’d return 
home, covered in grease – me more than Dad, but only 
just.
My Dad was so adept and could seemingly fix, build or 
operate anything. He wasn’t afraid of extremely hard 

Craig Lavrick has held positions in major and 
minor miners such as Barrick Gold, BHP, Nitro 
Drilling and Golfields. He’s also the author of the 
Global Drilling Standard, a unifying proceeding 
guide that aims to improve safety and health 
condition at drilling sites. A restless innovator, 
mr. Lavrick will be one of the key speakers at the 
Optimization seminar in june 2020 in Santiago de 
Chile, a meeting that will examine challenges to 
the industry in Chile and how can improvements 
be best implemented. 
(Excerpted from an interview by Grigor Topev published 
by Coring Magazine on November 2019. Reprinted with 
permission)

Craig R. 
Lavrick
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work, passing that baton – or wrench to me. Academia 
wasn’t for me, so I left school at an early age to follow 
my Dad’s footsteps. I commenced my mechanical 
apprenticeship, working at my parents’ engineering firm 
in Olympic Dam, South Australia where the business 
was the sole service provider to Western Mining 
Corporation’s (WMC) light vehicles, trucks, generators 
and all important drill rigs. I completed my one-year post 
trade and then assumed the role of Drill Helper/Offsider 
soon after. The rest is history, and what a history. 

While at BHP Billiton, you researched and penned the 
Global Drilling Standard or GDS. Can you share its 
development, publication, and whether it’s available 
to buy?
In late 2005, I began compiling what would eventually 
become the GDS while at Western Mining Corporation 
(WMC). I researched global safety standards and 
equipment innovation while attempting to define best 
practice. In mid-2006, BHP Billiton acquired WMC and 
I continued to develop the GDS alongside respected 
colleagues the late John Emerson – an industry 

stalwart, dear family friend and mentor, and the very 
talented Kimberly Scully. The GDS evolved from my 
unwillingness to accept that multiple incidents were 
occurring at sites, so I resolved to act and rectify the 
situation. At the time, multiple policies and procedures 
were in place – all developed with the best of intentions, 
yet most were confusing and some contradictory. Our 
group (BHP Billiton) and the industry were in dire need 
of a singular, standardised operating guidebook to 
follow and reference. And so, the GDS was launched. I’m 
proud it has been adopted by those who deem safety 
and innovation the priority, including major miners, 
Anglo American, Barrick Gold, BHP Billiton and Gold 
Fields, as well as countless drilling companies. It’s 
encouraging, although every mining house and drilling 
company should adopt it as a universal minimum. The 
key to continued success is to operate with discipline, 
without exception or exemption. Real, effectual industry 
change cannot occur or be maintained if exemptions 
are made. Truly safe production doesn’t come cheaply 
– it’s an investment, and requires realistic, long-term 
strategies to realize benefits. People are our greatest 
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asset. We must invest in them, keep them safe from 
harm and implore them to do same with self, team 
and community. Note that the GDS is free, and was 
developed to improve industry standards via a working 
safety document, distributed to all. I’m thrilled to share 
it. Email me at craiglavrick@digsolutions.org.

Apart from the GDS, what other ideas of yours have 
been implemented or are you planning to implement 
in exploration drilling?
I have so many ideas! My mind is abuzz with thoughts of 
how to work smarter and safer to realize greater results, 
and do no harm in any of our operations, not just drilling. 
It is achievable. I’m excited to share that we’re on the 
cusp of profound and positive industry disruption to 
manage drilling operations differently. I’m currently mid-
development with a third party, having already achieved 
mind-blowing success rates. I can’t reveal much right 
now, but check in with me if you’re curious to learn more.

What professional and personal qualities differentiate 
drillers from the rest of us?
Drilling isn’t for the faint of heart. Despite advancements 
in technology, drilling is still a physically and 
psychologically intensive career path. Isolated locations, 
extreme weather and long days of physically demanding 
work require a certain personality, and fitness, both 
physical and mental. Many drillers are unfairly labeled 
due to the exploits of a certain wayward few, but that 
attitude is shifting. It has to – mine sites are stringent 
environments, with zero tolerance to any safety 
breaches such as alcohol and drug consumption, lack 
of or inappropriate PPE, vehicular rules and behavior, 
etc. Today’s driller has evolved, and for the better. As 
innovation continues to drive technological change, 
so must the operator. Good drillers are willing to learn 
as well as teach or mentor, despite their status within 
the industry. (‘Old dogs’ are often, but not always, the 
hardest to teach new tricks to.) Exceptional drillers are 
patient, even-tempered and always on the lookout for 
an opportunity to improve, whether that’s by improving 
processes or safety, harm prevention, or innovation.

Foto: https://coringmagazine.com/

Foto: https://coringmagazine.com/
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In your expert opinion, what are the reasons for the lack 
of new down-the-hole tools released in recent years?
There’s a lot of research and development being 
undertaken in the background, but the economy has 
deferred final development of prototypes and eventual 
launch and release of innovative equipment and 
products. Currently, there are several manufacturers and 
think tank-type groups exploring all available options, 
however, funding (or the lack of) will always be a hurdle. 
Mining companies rightfully demand compliance, but 
retrofitting equipment and training and developing 
people takes time and costs money. Many contractors 
are unable to absorb such expense, and only a handful 
of mining houses are willing to invest or contribute 
via sponsorship or buy-back programs. We all need to 
embrace innovation in some way. How can we expect 
a different outcome tomorrow if we continue to do the 
same thing each day?

What’s your yardstick for measuring drilling 
professionalism? What differentiates the good from 
the bad or ugly?
Take note of onsite morale. If crews seem positive and 
work effectively, it’d appear their needs are being met. 
But never assume. Enquire, to be certain, ensuring every 
literal body feels supported as an integral crew member. 
Then consider the opposite – a fractious, disengaged, 
seemingly unsupported crew. I gauge a company’s 
professionalism by its crews, and whether they’ve been 
afforded appropriate training – basic, competency-
based, and ongoing according to the latest safety, 
technology, and process.3

Consider surface and down-thehole equipment. 
Where do you foresee diamond drilling in the future?
Is diamond drilling the future? We need to think on a 
broader scale. What other methods can be employed 
to achieve diamond drilling’s typical result yet at 50 % 
cos reduction while increasing safe production? I’d like 
to convene a group of like-minded individuals to dig into 
and explore and future opportunity and possibilities. 
Who’s with me?

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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PDAC: the heart-beat 
of exploration today

Article

The PDAC annual meetings have become a global 
benchmark for mining and exploration, despite the fact 
that it is basically a conference that brings together 
explorers and developers from Canada, as it is an acronym 
for Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada. 
The 2020 conference will take place between March 1 
and 4 in Toronto, Canada, and is already expected to be 
one of the largest international mining events. 
The following numbers regarding this meeting may give 
some indication of its global scale. The PDAC conference 
will have 780 speakers, over 1,100 exhibitors, over 2,500 
investors, and expects to receive 25,000 visitors from 

One of the largest industry meetings 
has already been scheduled for March 
1 to 4 in Toronto, Canada. We have 
explored the meeting agenda and why 
it is needed more than ever at this time. 

132 countries. These numbers have been growing every 
year and each event is crucial to understanding the 
challenges and opportunities of a constantly changing 
industry, which is required to keep up with the changes 
taking place across the world. 

AN URGENT MEETING
This year’s meeting has greater importance considering 
the circumstances currently facing the global economy, 
as explained in the inaugural message from the 
PDAC Chairman, Mr. Felix Lee. “Metals and minerals 
have always had enormous potential to support the 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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development of communities and 
nations seeking to capitalize on their 
natural resources. Metals and minerals 
also represent an essential ingredient 
in progress towards a decarbonized 
economy.” 
And that’s not the only reason to keep an 
eye on what’s going on here. As Mr. Lee 
says, “Not only do we have an exceptional 
selection of programs, training courses, 
events, conferences and exhibitors, we 
will also welcome Ms. Catherine Raw, 
Barrick Gold’s COO for North America, 
who will discuss acquisitions and mergers 
in the mining sector, as well as the return 
of mega businesses.
This PDAC meeting will also include a 
ministerial summit, which will be a meeting 
for policy makers from the mining sector 
of each producer country.  This is the fifth 
time such a summit has been held since 
annual PDAC meetings began in 1933. At 
that time, Canada was in the midst of the 
Great Depression, and its mining explorers 
and engineers decided to come together to 
express their interests to the government. 
Let’s return to the 2020 event. For the 
second consecutive year, the PDAC 
program includes indigenous peoples, 
with specialized panels discussing the 
relationships between the mining industry 
and native communities, the importance 
of indigenous laws, and how to develop 
prosperity that benefits both the industry 
and local communities. The closing 
conference in the indigenous program, 
Prosperity through partnerships, will be held 
on March 3 and will address this particular 
issue, how to build mutually beneficial 
relationships between the industry and 
local communities that represent good 
business for a company and sustainable 

development for local inhabitants. 

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 
Cutting Edge
A showcase for new ideas, projects, 
advanced technologies and new 
geological discoveries. Cutting Edge 
presentations will be five minutes long, 
much like the student presentations at the 
recent SEG conference in Santiago, Chile. 

Capital Markets Program
This forum is designed to create a dialog 
on topics related to financing mining 
exploration. Major topics also include site 
safety regulations, discussion of other 
countries’ regulatory frameworks including 
the threat of expropriation, and current 
trends in the mining investment market 

One on One meetings
Personalized, face-to-face meetings in 
a private room between investors and 
management of large companies. This 
is the perfect setting for innovation and 
investment to meet. 

Short courses
Short, intensive courses will be provided 
during the PDAC meeting on how to 
minimize the environmental impacts, 
mining finance models, geology and 
geochemistry, site safety, transparency, 
mapping, and other topics. 

Sustainability
The conversation here will focus on how 
to reconcile mineral exploration and 
extraction with caring for the environment 
and our natural resources, which will cover 
small-scale mining through to industry 
standards for large companies. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Artículo

Available Exploration Alliance 
Area: Montevideo

The Montevideo Project is located in Region I, 30km east 
of Iquique and 12km west of Pozo Almonte, adjacent 
to the La Tirana Mine, which has two operating banks 
along a N80E main fault. The area was identified by 
exploration in the framework of a program with Au 
interest in sectors of old activities. In an area of   2km per 
1km different samples were found with mineralization 
of Fe oxides (magnetite, specularite, etc.), subordinate 
copper oxides and crystalline quartz veins, which have 
two types of mineralization (massive veins and lenticular 
bodies) related to structures with a width that oscillates 
between 0.5 and 2 meters. Approximately 50% of the 
area is covered, but it stands out for the strong structural 
control N80E (trend mineralizer), where it is possible to 
discontinuously identify the main structure over several 
kilometers. This project has geological mapping and 
geochemical sampling in old trenches and recently 
recognized structures during field mapping, has ICP and 
Au analysis (with values   ranging between 15 and 30% Fe, 
between 0.5 and 2% CuS and as by-product anomalies of 
Au). All of the above within the SQM concessions in the 

PROJECT WITH POTENTIAL FE-CU (AU)

sector (greater than 1,000 hectares)
In lithology aspects, the geology of Montevideo is 
characterized by marine sequences represented mainly 
by Upper Jurassic limestone (Fm Santa Rosa) and Lower 
Cretaceous intrusive represented by granites, monzonites 
and granodiorites (Montevideo Intrusive Complex).
The current model of this project is a vein type system 
with economic interest values   of Fe-Cu-Au (IOCG?), With 
favorable covered areas to intercept structures with 
new mineralizing volumes of great geological potential. 
Finally, it is important to note that a large part of the 
work was concentrated in mineralized areas and with 
structural evidence, where drilling targets have been 
defined that allow validating structural models with 
great economic potential.

Ricardo Gonzalez Montecinos
Exploration and Metal Business Development Manager
ricardo.gonzalez.montecinos@sqm.com / +56 9 6320 7257

Jose Dias Cifuentes
Metal Business Development Geologist
Jose.dias.cifuentes@sqm.com / +56 9 7465 7359
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The deposit located in Rio Grande has a 
5 kilometer long anomaly to the north of 
the Ivana uranium-iridium deposit, which 
extends from the surface to a depth of 
30 meters. It correlates with atmospheric 
and field radiometric anomalies and 

The company announced its acquisition of 
six hectares adjacent to the silver project 
through a Special Territorial Authorization 
granted by the Bolivian government. This 
will increase the property to a total of 
0.5 km2 once it has consolidated other 
concessions called cuadrículas that 
are described in its contract with the 

Turmalina announced the exploration 
of several recently identified breccias  
at its property in San Juan state, 
Argentina, after completing preliminary 
drilling. Recent exploration revealed 
high concentrations of gold and silver at 
intersections of 36.95 m @ 6.31 g/t Au, 

News

122 g/t Ag and 0.88% Cu at 8.7 g/t CuEq. 
It is now conducting an aggressive 
surface exploration program to define, 
sample and prioritize the large number 
of breccias within the project. Mapping 
at San Francisco has already covered 
70% of the property’s 3,404 hectares.

carnotite mineralization. 
Sampling results from the 
area include 1.1 m @ 1.4% 
U3O8 including 0.5 m @ 
2.74 % U3O8

ARGENTINA

Turmalina Metals announces start of multi-
breccia mining at its San Francisco project

ARGENTINA

Blue Sky Uranium refines drilling 
targets for its Amarillo Grande project

BOLIVIA

New Pacific Metals announces expansion of 
Silver Sand country’s mining authority. 

The property contains 
highly altered outcrops of 
Miocene dacite intrusions, 
intercepted by numerous 
mineralized structures with 
a northwest orientation. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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CHILE

Goldfields announces EIA approval for 
Salares Norte project
The next step is for the Environmental 
Assessment Commission to grant its 
permission to construct, operate and 
eventually close the project. Salares 
Norte is located at the northern end of 
the Maricunga metallogenic strip in the 
Atacama region. Mr. Nick Holland, the 
company’s CEO, said, “Goldfields will 
now develop a financing plan, update 
the feasibility study that was published 
in early 2019, and begin construction in 
the first half of 2020.” 

The company started its second phase 
of drilling in the Pulacayo-Paca silver-
zinc-lead deposit, to determine the 
limits of an extensive and complex 
mineralization area associated with the 
Tajo vein. So far the Pulacayo deposit 

News

resources include 2.08 
million tons @ Ag 455 g/t, 
Pb 2.18% and Zn 3.19%, 
and 480,000 tons @ Ag 
406 g/t, Pb 2.08% and Zn 
3.93%.

BOLIVIA

Prophecy starts drilling 5,000 
meters in Pulacayo 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The initial program covers three drilling 
sites at the center of a geophysical 
anomaly that covers 63 square kilometers 
in the Turi salt flats, in the Antofagasta 
region. The company received permission 
from the local Aymara community to 

The Hochschild mining company has 
abandoned its option to buy the projected 
deposit, so Mirasol will withdraw from 
Indra after 12 months of development. 
Indra was located in the northern Chile 
mineralization strip, and Mirasol had 
forecast that it might become a world 
class deposit. The company will focus 

News

Teck Resources Limited and the 
Andacollo workers’ union reached a 
collective agreement covering the next 
36 months that became effective in early 
December, following the strike that began 
on October 14, 2019. Mining has fully 
resumed and is progressing normally. 

CHILE

Teck and employees agree to resume work at 
Carmen de Andacollo

CHILE

Mirasol withdraws from the Indra project

CHILE

Lithium Chile starts 
drilling at the Turi project

on other opportunities, 
and will continue to 
explore its projects 
at Los Amarillos, and 
maintain its partnerships 
developing deposits at 
Altazor, Coronación and 
Gorbea.

extract resources from this salt flat and 
the Coipasa salt flat at the beginning 
of this year. Therefore, the company 
has become the third largest owner of 
lithium-rich property after the Chilean 
state and SQM. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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CHILE

Coro Mining increases resources 
at its Marimaca project

The company revealed an increase in the 
measured and estimated copper reserves 
and inferred reserves at the deposit, 
which ranks this project as the largest 
copper oxide discovery in northern Chile 
this decade, according to the company. 
The new figures are M+E mineral reserves 
of 70.4 m @ 0.6 CuT, inferred mineral 
reserves of 43 m @ 0.52 CuT, M+E copper 

The Canadian mining company began 
preliminary drilling at its copper porphyry 
or mantle deposit through its recently 
formed subsidiary, Cero Golpe de Rayo. 
Copper may be found at shallow depths, 
according to the results of induced 
polarization exploration in the area and 

News

CHILE

Orestone begins exploration at 
El Resguardo

Four distinct veins were intersected of 
0.2m, 1.17m, 0.34m, and 1.17m, at depths 
between 53.35m and 94.35m, in the La 
Porfía and Ivana sectors, in the Mariquita 
silver district, about 190 kilometers east-
northeast of Bogotá. These deposits had 

COLOMBIA

Outcrop Gold explores multiple veins 
in Santa Ana

published last October. 
El Resguardo is a 2,905 
hectare property located 
75 km east of Copiapó, in 
the third region. 

420kt, inferred copper 
224kt. The Marimaca 
deposit represents only 
a fraction of the 300 km2 
district that Coro controls 
25 kilometers from 
Mejillones, in the coastal 
area of the Antofagasta 
region. 

already been described during the Spanish 
colonial period, and contain dark strips of 
sulphur that are probably rich in gold and 
silver, and found in shale and amphibolite. 
The veins are inferred as high-angle, but 
this can only be confirmed by drilling. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The mining company signed an agreement 
to acquire all of Jubilee Creek in the Puruni 
district. This property comprises continuous 
concessions covering 3,197 hectares, and 
will be controlled by the company when it 
completes the payment of US$ 475,000 
within the next four years. Although there is 

Crisy is a deposit that was discovered 
during an exploration program from 
the base. It is located southeast of 
the Metates project in Durango state, 
Mexico. Bulldozing the Chesapeake 
trench program began in October 2019, 
and in December updated figures 

The first shipment produced by Fruta 
del Norte contained 180 tons of gold 
concentrate, and it left the port of 
Guayaquil on December 8. A few days 
later on December 12, the company 
shipped its first doré bars to a Swiss 
refinery. Both shipments represent the 

News

first Ecuadorian exports from a large-
scale mine. After commissioning the 
activated carbon circuit at Fruta del 
Norte, Lundin Gold plans to reach full 
capacity at its processing plant by the 
second quarter of 2020. 

GUYANA

G2 Goldfields announces 
land acquisition

ECUADOR

Lundin Gold begins exports of 
concentrate and doré

a long history of small-scale 
mining in Jubilee Creek for 
over a century, the region 
has not been explored 
using modern drilling or 
exploration techniques.

MÉXICO

Chesapeake Gold detects 
significant mineralization in Crisy

described more extensive 
mineralization than those 
initially reported: 177 m 
@ 1 g/t Au and 10 g/t Ag, 
88 m @ 1.3 g/t Au and 28 
g/t Ag, 24 m @ 0.8 g/t Au 
and 75 g/t Ag and 66 m @ 
1.1 g/t Au and 51 g/t Ag. 
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The Canadian mining company agreed 
with BMO Markets to sell over 6 million 
units consisting of Regulus shares 
and sales commitments equivalent to 
about US$7.6 million, which includes 
an additional sales commitment of 
15% of the shares within one month. 
This public offering also coincides with 
an agreement between Regulus and 
Route One Investment Co for a private 

News

PERU

Regulus Resources secures financing 
for its AntaKori project in Peru

PERU

Sierra Metals updates its Yauricocha 
mine reserves and estimates

The reserves include 8,439,000 tons averaging 46.5 
g/t Ag, 1.1% Cu, 0.8% Pb, 3.1% Zn and 0.5 g/t Au, 
which represents a decrease of 5.4% in total tonnage 
compared to its previous estimate. However, its proven 
mineral reserves increased by 45%, while probable 
reserves fell by 18% compared to its previous estimate. 
The total proven and probable metal reserves also fell 
by 8.9% for Ag, 10.9% for Cu, 4.6% for Pb, and 8.9% 
for Au, but rose 20.1% for Zn compared to its previous 
estimate. This puts the deposit located in Yauyos 
province into a new perspective.

offering that will generate 
returns of another 
US$4 million. Regulus 
Resources intends to use 
these funds to finance 
exploration and drilling at 
the AntaKori project in the 
Yanacocha-Hualgayoc 
district, in the Department 
of Cajamarca.
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COMPANY TICKER MKT CAP PRICE LAST MONTH

Admiralty Resources ADY 9.27 (A$M) 0.007 0.010

Alliance Resources AGS 16.17 (A$M) 0.115 0.110

Amerigo Resources ARG 106.300 (C$M) 0.59 0.46

Arena Minerals AN 6.418 (C$M) 0.05 0.06

RIO2 RIO 73.480 (C$M) 0.41 0.37

Capstone Mining CS 303.694 (C$M) 0.76 0.57

Equus Mining EQE 18.31 (A$M) 0.012 0.014

Fiore Gold F 52.895 (C$M) 0.54 0.41

Golden Rim GMR 11.63 (A$M) 0.011 0.013

Hot Chili HCH 63.92 (A$M) 0.038 0.034

Kingsgate Consolidated KCN 95.01 (A$M) 0.420 0.405

Los Andes Copper LA 108.663 (C$M) 0.40 0.36

Mandalay Resources MND 99.244 (C$M) 1.09 0.84

Mirasol Resources MRZ 28.686 (C$M) 0.53 0.52

Josemaria Resources Inc. 
(NGEx Resources)

NGQRF 141.301 (US$M) 0.57 0.45

Orosur Mining OMI 9.617 (C$M) 0.06 0.06

Revelo Resources RVL 1.674 (C$M) 0.01 0.01

Regulus Resources REG 135.454 (C$M) 1.33 1.22

Blue Moon Zinc Corp MOON 2.734 (C$M) 0.03 0.03

SSR Mining SSRM 3.073B (C$M) 24.84 20.97

Southern Hemisphere SUH 2.49 (A$M) 0.027 0.027
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